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The University of Aberdeen's reputation for creative theological reflection

goes back to its foundation by Bishop William Elphinstone in 1495. The

Department of Divinity and Religious Studies continues that tradition with

approaches that value the past while looking to the future. Specialisms

include Hebrew and Semitic Languages, Religious Studies, New Testament,

Practical Theology, Systematic and Reformed Theology, and students from

all over the world enrol in these programmes.

UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
Master of Arts (MA) in Divinity and/or Religious
Studies
Bachelor of Divinity (BD)

Bachelor of Theology (BTh)

POSTGRADUATE DEGREES
Diploma in Pastoral Studies (DPS)

Master of Theology (MTh) - a taught Master's
Degree which may be clustered in any
combination of areas, though there are
specialist Master's programmes in Biblical
Languages and in Ministry and Mission

MPhil and PhD - research degrees which may be
pursued in any area of theological study

Further information at www.abdn.ac.uk/divinity
or write to Department of Divinity and Religious
Studies, King's College, Aberdeen AB24 3UB
Scotland, UK.
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All correspondence relating to subscriptions should be addressed to T&T
Clark Ltd, 59 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 2LQ, Scotland, UK. Books for
review should be addressed to Professor Iain R. Torrance, Department of
Divinity, University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen AB24 3UB, Scotland, UK (e-mail:
i.r.torrance@abdn.ac.uk) SJT's homepage is at: http://abdn.ac.uk/sjt

NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS
Articles for SJT must be submitted on disk as well as in hardcopy. One copy of
a proposed article should be submitted in hardcopy with an accompanying
disk to: Professor Iain Torrance, Department of Divinity, University of Aberdeen,
Aberdeen AB24 3UB, Scotland, UK. A second copy (hardcopy only) should
be sent to Professor Bryan Spinks, Yale University, Institute of Sacred Music,
409 Prospect Street, New Haven, CT 06511-2167, USA. The authors of articles
should send an e-mail address to Professor Torrance, and their submission
will be acknowledged in that format.

Submission of a disk is essential, as the article will be sent to international
referees as an e-mail attachment. The very much preferred format is MS Word
for Windows.

The average length of articles is 5,000-6,000 words. Those in excess of 8,000
words cannot be considered. Shorter articles are much more likely to be
accepted. Articles should be formatted with footnotes (not endnotes), and
the footnotes should be fully justified. Single quotation marks should be used
for quotation, and double quotation marks for quotation within a quotation.

Disks, once submitted, will be understood to contain the final form of an
article, and if the article is accepted, a first proof will be produced from the
author's disk (with minor editorial emendations). No further revisions or
additions should then be made by authors.

Submission of an article is taken to imply that it has not previously been
published in English, and is not being considered for publication by another
journal.

With the increased use of e-mail, the editors will draw on US as well as British
scholars to contribute book reviews. Articles have always been international.

First proofs of articles (but not of reviews) will be sent to authors for correction,
and must be returned within three weeks of receipt. Corrections should be
confined to typographical errors.

Contributions from North America may use North American spelling. Greek
and Hebrew words, which should be used sparingly, need not be transliterated.
Capitalisation should be kept to a minimum, and in particular should not be
used in pronouns referring to God.

Contributors of articles and of article reviews (but not of reviews) receive six
copies of the journal in which their article appears without charge.
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